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Schrack Design help to plan your electrical distribution boards and enclosures easy and makes 
sure they meet specific standards. Besides creating assembly and wiring diagrams, Schrack 
Design verify the thermal design of the planned distribution enclosure according to IEC TR 60890 
and meet one of the requirements of the EN 61439 standard (up to 1600 A), with documentation 
included.
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About Schrack Design



 Planning according to EN 61439 

 Comprehensive documentation 

 Simple designing and ordering

MEETS EN 61439 STANDARD

The heat output, which the enclosure radiates, depends on 
several factors: the actual surface area, the installed  
components, and the installation method of the enclosure. For 
example, more heat can dissipate from a detached enclosure 
than from an enclosure mounted directly on a wall.

The exact rules and regulations how to calculate the effective 
enclosure surface depending on the installation type are  
internationally regulated in the IEC TR 60890 standard, which 
is the basis for the fulfilment of EN 61439. As a specialist, you 
and your company are responsible to meet this standard.

YOUR BENEFITS

100% FREE



Quick-Links for printing
Using the Quick-Links in the print area allows to  
jump to the desired page with only one click.

Import & Export of user-articles
Export a personal list of products, which can then  
be imported on another PC (e.g.: for colleagues).

Sort pages
Manually arranging the pages in  
the print area. This allows to give the 
documentation an individual layout.
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Selected Functions of Schrack Design

Thermal calculation up to 1600 A  
incl. graphical display 
Thermal calculation considers systems ranging from 630A to 1600A. Layering 
is used for calculations up to 1600 A. Schrack Design checks the mounting 
location of the added articles according the standard. An additional graphical 
display indicates products installed in unsuitable positions.

Shortcuts
Design and plan even faster  
by using the new Shortcuts.



Enclosure recommendation
If a partlist already exists, but not a suitable  
enclosure, Schrack Design will recommend  
an compatible enclosure.

Automatic wiring diagram
For very fast planning with Schrack Design,  
it is possible to generate the wiring diagram  
according the front view.

Easy wiring with the corner line 
With the command corner line it is easy to connect the  
symbols of the products together. Set the corner points  
and Schrack Design automatically draws the line.

A3/A4 frames
The frame can be adjusted to support  
the planning of large projects.

Block editor
The block editor in the front view and in the wiring 
diagram allows a completely individual design.



As soon as the front view is complete, open the multi-line wiring diagram.  
The plan can be generated automatically for standard distribution board 
components. This function adds the wiring to RCD, MCB and combined 
MCB/RCD, which saves a lot of time and speeds up project planning.

The individual pages can be arranged as required to be able to quickly  
and easily create a individual documentation.

If the part list already exists and the suitable enclosure is missing, 
then it is possible to get a recommendation of Schrack Design.  
The right distribution board will be shown.

You can use the Settings to assign a shortcut for each functionality. 
These shortcuts can be modified any time and can be used for 
efficient and fast planning.

Automatic wiring diagram

Print area

Recommend enclosure

Shortcuts
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Schrack Design 4.0 in detail



Cable calculation

Adjust the busbars

Define the general conditions

In the third step is a list of all the wires and connecting cables used in 
the distribution board. This automatically calculates the power loss for 
every wire and adds it to the thermal calculation for the distribution 
board.

In the second step add new or adjust previously added busbars to 
change the power loss.

In the first step check the details of the enclosure and the ambient  
data and adjust them to the actual conditions.
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Easy guide to get an enclosure compliant with standards

2

3

4
Ventilation systems
If the distribution panel’s temperature does not comply with the  
standard, the guide suggests a suitable ventilation system for your 
project. Adding a fan reduces the temperature in the enclosure to the 
values set by the standards. The ventilation system is added to the 
parts list. 
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DOWNLOAD NOW AT
www.schrack.com/schrack-digital/schrack-design-software

Windows: Vista | 7 | 8 | 10

 Select articles

 Live thermal calculation

 Generate assembly and wiring diagrams

 Print documentation

 Transfer articles directly to basket

 Order products

6 steps to a compliant distribution board

Do you want to buy products from us? That’s easy: Simply fill in the online form available under "Register" in 
the Online Shop on our website by providing your company data and you will receive access to the Online 
Shop with your personalised purchase prices.

Or just call us - our colleagues will also be happy to assist you in person.

Schrack Technik: Your Contact to Meet Your Needs!

P-DESIG9EN

DOCUMENTATION

MEETS STANDARDS

PLANNING

100% FREE


